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ENGLISH: 1- Make book mark and write a quotation on it along with its writer’s name.                                                              20 Marks 

2- Collect information on General Election and prepare a poster on it.                                                                                              30 Marks 

3- Suppose you are one of the victims of Tsunami. Write a diary entry for the same.                                                                        20 marks 

4- Design your own newspaper with important news, events, facts based on INDIAN NATIONAL MOVWEMENT.                   30 marks 

HINDI: 

 ” ”

”



MATHS 

1. Take a square sheet of area 132.25 cm2. Find the side of a sheet & create a greeting card.                                                              10 
2. Exploring triangular numbers using dot patterns                                                                                                                                        10 
3. Create a life history of any Indian mathematician.                                                                                                                                      10 
4. Prepare a model to verify Pythagoras theorem                                                                                                                                            10 
5. Find the square root of the following numbers by using prime factorization and long division method 

324, 0.53361,                                                                                                                                                                                                       10 
6. Find the square root of  49 and 64 by repeated subtraction method.                                                                                                      10 
7. Find the cube root of the following numbers by prime factorization as well as estimation method. 

10648,   110592,                                                                                                                                                                                                  10 
8. By which least number 180 should be multiplied to be a perfect square.                                                                                                10 
9. What should be subtracted from 6203 to be a perfect square.                                                                                                                   10 
10. By which least number 1000 should be divided to be a perfect square.                                                                                                    10 
11.  

SCIENCE: - 1.Collect the pictures of various agricultural implements and paste them into your note book. Write down their usage.                                           (20) 
          2. Collect information about the various methods of irrigation followed categories them into conventional and Modern methods, Which method you like the 
most & why.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (20) 
3. Make a table of one city in India in each of the earthquake zone example the building structure, recommended for the zone building material used & level of 
safety for each zone.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      (20) 
4. In order time cod was the main fuel used for working, now a day which fuel is mainly used for, cooking & what is its advantages over cool.                                (20) 
5. You have observed that electroplating material are necessary in our day to day to life. Find out electroplated Materials used at your home in your locality, note 
down them & their uses. Also celebrate which material Is electroplated over the other material.                                                                                                               (20) 

**L earn and revise all taught chapters.                                                                                                             
 

Social science  

1.Give the all classification of resources.(25) 

2.What are Multipurpose river valley projects? Name any two such projects. Give the brief description about these projects. List the main 

objectives of a multipurpose river valley project.(25) 

3.Forests are essential for maintaining an ecological balance. Justify the statement with suitable arguments.(25) 

4.Suggest some measures which can improve the conditions of farmers in India.(25)   
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